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IMPROVE REMOTE
WORKING THROUGH
POWERFUL REMOTE
ACCESS
Aberdeen research shows that businesses that are leaders in remote work leverage powerful
remote access solutions that give power users full capabilities to leverage high-end applications in
secure, fast and collaborative workspaces. These leaders gain a number of benefits in agility and
productivity. To join the leaders, follow these key steps for improved remote working.











Start with a full understanding of remote access requirements. For power users and those
needing high-end design and engineering applications, traditional VPN and other basic remote
access won’t cut it. Make sure your remote access solution is designed to meet the needs of
these high-demand workers.
Collaboration and team capabilities are key to successful remote work. Leading businesses
ensure that remote application access includes strong, integrated collaboration capabilities that let
teams work together in real-time, in their application environments, to carry out complex tasks.
Remote must be as good or better than desktop application use. Remote users of high-end
applications need performance that is super-fast, they need an environment that meets the
highest graphical and computing demands, and they can’t accept any limitations or weaknesses.
A remote access solution needs to meet all these requirements and bring added benefits, such as
collaboration and security, that are lacking in traditional application environments.
Strong security is key. Power users are often dealing with the digital crown jewels of a business,
such as product designs and intellectual property and content. To protect these vital assets, and
to meet stringent compliance requirements, businesses need to ensure that their remote access
solutions are secure from intrusion, protect data, have deep reporting and analytics, and do all this
without impacting the performance or usability of these critical applications.
Build for the workers of today, and tomorrow. New technologies – from IoT to augmented
reality to artificial intelligence – are constantly changing today’s application environments. With the
right remote access solutions, businesses can ensure that vital workers are always armed with the
tools needed to meet these changing technologies and ensure that the business maintains a
competitive edge.
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